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WHAT IS A HARMONY AWARD?

IS AN AWARD THAT RECOGNIZES A STAFF MEMBER OR A STUDENT FOR THEIR DEDICATION, COMMITMENT AND OUTSTANDING EFFORTS IN PROMOTING HARMONY AT HALSEY, IN THE COMMUNITY AND TO THE WORLD.
Administration

Mr. Chris Van Vliet
Mrs. Dalia Elrakaybie
Mr. Mike Robel
Mr. Anthony Ziobro
Counselors

To the world you may be just a counselor, but to your students you are a hero.

School counselors make a difference.

MS. PATRICIA MAKRAS
MRS. ILONA SEKIEWICZ
MR. MARC KORBMAN
MS. VERONICA VEGA
• ZAMBRANO-CEDENO MARÍA
• COBO, CARMEN
• COSTA-ALMEIDA, MARÍA
• GREEN, ADRIENNE
• LOPEZ, ILDELISA
• CARBAJAL, SINDY
• GASTALATURRI, AWILDA
• GÓMEZ, MIRTHA
• LOPEZ, ALVIS
• SAPIA, MARÍA

CAFETERIA WORKERS

I JUST WANTED TO SAY...
YOU ARE DOING AN AWESOME JOB!

Thank you
STUDENTS
IVANNA SANCHEZ

MAY YOU BE PROUD
OF THE WORK YOU DO
THE PERSON YOU ARE
AND THE DIFFERENCE
YOU MAKE
In this GREAT BIG WORLD, you make a difference.
CONGRATS!!

- You should all be very proud of yourselves!
- Our hope is that you continue to make good choices, be positive role models to your peers, and that you continue to make a difference at Halsey, in your community, and to the world!!

You can make a difference in people by simply sharing a smile or a kind word.